PageTraffic Ranked as India's Top SEO And Link Building
Company by topseos.in
PageTraffic, one of the most well known Organic SEO companies in the world, has
been ranked as the best SEO and link building company of India. The rankings were
conducted by topseos.in following a very stringent method that analyzed more than
350 companies.
PageTraffic, ranked as number one link building company in India,
within a month of ranking as the No.2 SEO company, has given yet
another proof of its aggression. A leading SEO company on an
PageTraffic, one of
aggressive performance and expansion mode, PageTraffic continues
the most well known
to expand and add more clients to its already impressive clientèle
Organic SEO companies base in the tough period of recession. The company has also
in the world, has been
become the 28th best SEO company in the world for the month of
ranked as the best SEO
February, 2009 by topsesos.com
Navneet Kaushal, CEO, PageTraffic said, “The ranking given by
and link building
topseos.in is another addition to numerous awards and honors we
company of India. The
rankings were conducted have won over the years. This is a recognition of our organic White
by topseos.in following a Hat methodology that has delivered the results to our clients. We
believe in following deadlines and providing customized solutions,
very stringent method
that analyzed more than which further provides us with an edge in the industry. The embrace
of technology in both implementation and reporting has also helped
350 companies.
us in achieving high client retention rate”.
Working with high profile companies, PageTraffic is known for comprehensive services that help
companies attain solid internet presence. With close to a decade of experience and running more than
650 successful campaigns, the company is still on the path of setting new standards to be followed by
others.
Navneet Kaushal credits the technical expertise, ethical work
practice and client centric attitude of the company for
achieving continuing success. The rapid expansion in the
company’s client portfolio has not affected the quality of
services offered and dedication of the company. The
company still maintains a high ratio of experts and man hours
per project as ever.
About topseos.in
topseos was founded in 2002 by e-ventures and serves to
provide the search engine marketing industry and companies
with a single source for researching internet marketing
vendors as well as a place for internet marketing and service
providers to showcase their services. For further information
please visit the website at http://www.topseos.in

Hire Full Time SEO Consultants

About Page Traffic
Founded in 1999, PageTraffic is one sof the trusted search engine optimization companies with head
office in New Delhi. The individual based planning and executions, constant monitoring of search
engine updates are the keys to high success rates of the company's projects. Along with providing
SEO, PPM, link building and copywriting services, the company is also known for its influential full time
offshore consultancy service.
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